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 An Introduction to  

Sri Aurobindo’s Epic Savitri 

 Sri Aurobindo was able to accommodate His (and also The Mother’s) all 

life’s comprehensive high Spiritual Visions and experiences in symbolic 

characters of incarnations, emanations and instruments, depicted from the 

legendry epic Mahabharata where Savitri, the descending Godhead, Avatara, the 

all Mother, the Mother of all Time, knew her fiery Self and her Being’s aim of all 

life and glimpsed the glory for which she has chosen earth and its atmosphere for 

gradual and subsequently constant, intense, comprehensive and instantaneous total 

descent of Truth-Light. She keeps her will alive to drive human Souls and fills in 

their brute elements, the endless hope to Divinise clay and confronts the riddle of 

Birth, inevitable Death, grooves of iron Law and fixed Fate in them with the sheer 

power of her unchanging Soul force manifested as Divine Love. She has chosen 

the Souls who have long suffered on this harsh globe, for the field of her sacrifice 

and action and she is even ready to walk and waste all infinity with wounded feet 

to accomplish her seemingly impossible task of transforming earth’s shadow, 

twilight and grey inhibitions. 

  

Satyavan, a mere woodsman raised his consciousness to the status of the 

ascending integral Godhead, Avatara, by the Power of consecration and loss of 

ego and was destined to fulfil Savitri’s mighty Mission of bridging the gulf 

between Heaven, Earth and Hell. He was also the Eternal Consciousness, a unique 

rare treasure loaned by Gods, who accompanied Savitri from the beginning of the 

creation as first ‘man and woman’
5
 or first dual Incarnation and the Supreme had 

promised to grant physical immortality in all life when the first Avatara’s ‘heart 

dared death and suffered life.’
6
 He continued his life in many successive births and 

bodies as ‘twin souls born from one undying fire’
5
 of this mortal existence to 

endure in his human heart a million wounds representing the delegate Soul of 

earth. While tracing the path of immortality he signed salvation’s testament with 

his blood and broke into the dangerous and dark Inconscient’s depth and if he 

were to meet the Spiritual fall in the form of death to balance the dark account of 

mortal Ignorance then this would be a great loss for humanity.  

 

They have treasured the rich relation of their brief human birth through a 

subtle link of union or clasp of two eternities through many successive births and 

bodies of unbeginning past and felt the call of Spirit’s unending future joy; even 

they knew their selves older than the birth of time. A vast intention of love’s 

unseen Presence has drawn these dual incarnating Powers closer in this life and 
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their love asks to wait endlessly as if they have all eternity ahead for their self-

fulfilment. Together they have disdained from the God’s everlasting Night of 

Inconscient world and turned away from His everlasting Day of Sachchidananda 

plane and returned to earth to wage a million wars against the universal dark rebel 

forces attached to present unstable existence, to bear the earth Mother’s ancient 

adversary and to accomplish their double task of raising the world to God’s 

deathless Light, a permanent ascent of Divine Consciousness and bringing down 

Divine Shakti to earth and men, a permanent descent of Divine Consciousness. 

  

Aswapati, King of Madra, the son of God, destined to do some special 

work of the Divine, Vibhuti, represents the human aspiration, hard Tapasya, 

askesis, and concentrated endeavour to explore all the planes of Consciousness 

through vast and multiple identities. He was able to retrieve the earth’s lost 

Spiritual energies, discovered earth’s secret beyond all already attained Spiritual 

wisdom, nurtured Almighty’s Power in silence and solitude, sought the Divine 

strength that was not yet manifested on earth and called down the Divine Mother 

in the form of his daughter, Savitri. As Spiritual Teacher, the Guru; firstly, he 

made her aware that her world Mission of hewing the path of immortality would 

be accomplished not by her own effort alone but by venturing to find her future 

Lord, unknown Lover and personal Godhead of the race in distant lands, who 

alone can match the measure of her waiting Soul, can walk with him like Gods in 

Heaven and can stand up as her equal and peer; secondly, ‘must fire always test’
1
 

the greatness of her Soul, who must wrestle with supernatural Darkness and must 

leave behind Death’s night to raise the fallen world. None can possess the 

kingdom of heaven that has not passed through the tragic stage of giant sons of 

Falsehood; thirdly, she must continue his father’s unfinished Yoga and unfinished 

mission of changing all future time by unlocking the doors of human Fate. 

  

Narad, the heavenly sage, the God, a mediator between Heaven and Earth, 

who was aware of the source and mystery of human fate and was having the 

power to foresee the future of man and knowledge of truth behind this creation, 

came down to earth to make Savitri aware that Soul’s greatness is measured 

through the capacity to bear pains of hell and she must cross on the stones of 

supreme universal suffering to arrive at her high mission, though he was having no 

power at his disposal to change her destiny and hence incapable of changing 

human destiny. Savitri’s Psychic being has the ability to give shelter where all the 

‘high Gods could live.’
10

 This Divine stationed in the heart centre is also projected 

as ‘greater than the God,’
7
 the Guru and personal Godhead and has the capacity to 

see beyond the limiting boundary of Heaven. To bring all the worlds under her 

loving control and to uplift her body’s destiny or destiny of the race, her Soul 

entered a series of world adventure in different planes of Consciousness to become 

one with Divine Will and with the growth of Consciousness, a sort of mastery, a 
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harmony and peace preoccupied the cells of the body and further extended to her 

multiple Selves of Sun-vast Truth.  

  

Dyumatsena, the self-exiled King of Shalwa, father of Satyavan, is the 

Divine’s Conscious instrument, Yantra, here fallen blind, limiting his capacity to 

three gunas and walks lamely on this dangerous world with slow evolutionary 

footsteps. Through this Spiritual fall he has lost the celestial kingdom of seven 

immortal Selves and through that loss its kingdom of outer glory and opulence. 

Due to this adverse fate, he now sojourns a wiser life in the solemn rustle of the 

wood and his yearning towards All meets two solitudes (1) that of outcast from the 

empire of the outer light symbolically represented as crutch upon which his 

faltering-limb supports and he helplessly stumbles in the rushing speed of hasty 

Time and (2) lost to the comradeship of five galloping hooves of sense that of 

sound, touch, sight, taste and smell symbolically represented as his sightless blind 

identity. This double doom of his father compelled Satyavan to live in the high 

peopled loneliness of the Spirit which called the Divine Mother to enter his earthly 

life in human form and finally helped his long pure childhood’s lonely dream to 

restore King Dyumatsena’s steady royal walk in high dynamic outer Kingdom and 

a deeper visionary eye of Divine Wisdom.  

 

The Queen, the wise mother of Savitri, the Divine’s unconscious instrument 

in Ignorance, Yantra, represents mankind preoccupied with earthly life of surface 

consciousness with having partial static Divine realisation through illumination of 

intellect, sattwic mind, and in her understanding of the mystery of creation and the 

Creator, the truth was distorted. She was unaware of the secret of abundant 

dynamic Divine’s Grace and Bliss that hunt behind all effort to accept danger and 

pain to resolve the fundamental problem of existence and hence to decline all 

greater adventure by rejecting the doomed Satyavan was identified by her as the 

best solution. She, like common man was unable to recognise the greatness, 

nobility and action of world redemption of an Avatara and hence nourished no 

regard and gratitude towards him. She was also not aware that all unforeseen 

events are part of God’s secret plan and that He can overrule the Iron Law of 

Nature by conscious human effort and dynamisation of His Super nature. So 

Narad asks the Queen not to interfere in matters that are beyond her understanding 

and power and stand back from the stupendous scene and tremendous strife of her 

daughter’s heaven-sent task. The Queen was a representative Soul of moderate 

Spirituality or beginner of integral Yoga and during critical hour of daughter’s 

choice of Satyavan, she experienced Spiritual fall as her Soul was not sufficiently 

trained to lean on the pure and tranquil Spirit for all necessary aid and help during 

the hour of extreme adversity. 

  

Death, the dire universal impersonal dark Force, here personified as 

godhead of the Inconscient world, Yama, who as the intolerant dark instrument of 
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the Divine, Yantra, guards and obeys the Divine’s fixed immutable law of Nature 

which is a part and derivation of His dynamic Super nature and his hunger through 

world spreading death-net-trap can devour all those who are unable to open 

towards the Spirit’s changeable Supernature and endless truth. He was aware of 

static Divine union of Saints and Avataras and the Ananda and Freedom gained 

through this union was not enough to dismantle death from outer existence. For 

him man’s identity was diminished as ‘the naked two-legged worm’
2
 and he was 

not aware of the Divine’s mighty whole, total vision and swift change through 

dynamic Divine union for His unfinished world existence and was aware only of 

the incomplete task given to him during the passage of man’s evolution in 

Ignorance within the boundary of three gunas. He, like cosmic Gods, has the 

immeasurable heart of silence, knowledge of past, present and future, trikaladristi 

and limited power of offering boons to the wounded mortals and in his 

understanding of existence, the Soul saving truth is thoroughly distorted and his 

Soul slaying words have denied contact with the Spirit and Divine. Savitri’s Mind 

and Soul’s clarity delivered Death partly from limitation of gospel of human love 

and twilight thought and he became powerless before a superior incarnating 

Divine Mother Power. The future vision of Savitri promises that when she will 

enter Spiritual experience of everlasting Day, this formidable shape of Death and 

his pessimistic harsh philosophy will be changed into beauty of suns and a sum of 

all sweetness will gather into his limbs. His grand fort of darkness, huge 

Inconscient’s grasp and sad destroying might will be abolished forever, his vague 

infinity filling the universe with dangerous breath will be transformed and he will 

emerge as wonderful God. Now the Spiritual significance and utility of Death is to 

‘force the soul of man to struggle for Light’
9 

and a ‘whip to his yearning for 

eternal bliss.’
9
 The nobility of Divine instrumentation of untransformed Death is 

still hidden from humanity as he abruptly ends the parable of the charm of life. 

This greatness will be revealed to man when he will be aware of the Divine’s 

comprehensive plan extending over all life confirming that death is a Spirit’s 

opportunity to begin greater life.  

 

The above characters along with many more luminous, benignant, 

powerfully helpful Beings of higher planes that we think or name as Divine, the 

influence of the great forefathers/Dead who ever live in earth’s atmosphere as 

immortal and illumined figures  and could leave their glory, splendour and 

wisdom beyond birth and death and dark titanic, gigantic, demoniac, ignorant and 

adverse powers of lower planes that create vast and formidable upheavals are 

Supraphysical Forces in both subtle and human emanations, who assist and hinder 

man that overpass the normal human measure and compel our steps towards large 

or little gains; thus earthly life becomes a vast battle field of Supraphysical forces 

of either character. We are sometimes possessed by the above greater invisible 

Divine Personalities for larger instrumental world action and receive a king Idea or 

a great Word from some high transcendent Source, which is neither our force nor 
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our creation, yet we feel it as our own. Thus we look back to some god-phase of 

our birth beyond our present imperfection and through this kinship towards 

immortal worlds we treasure some sort of perfect Spiritual experience and high 

Spiritual destiny. If we are seeker and explorer of higher planes of Consciousness 

then we receive assistance of beings of high kingdoms, mighty wardens, Immortal 

Powers or sun-eyed Guardians of those flaming hierarchies and they sweep past 

our doors with thousand keys to approach the Unknowable. Also we meet 

dangerous dark nether countless universal forces, haters of light, dire antagonist 

energies, terrible tenebrous powers, ominous masks, kings of evil, titans of dark 

armed with soul slaying word, who seem stronger than our ‘trembling Soul;’
4
 

whose purpose is to prolong the reign of the Ignorance, impose their adverse 

constructions on earthly creatures, defeat the victories of light, truth and beauty, 

even shatter the upward evolution and resist the growth of the human Soul towards 

Supreme Consciousness and Divine Existence.  

  

An opening into subtle physical, subtle vital and subtle mental 

consciousness can liberate an activity of abnormal and supernormal mysterious 

powers in a Sadhaka, which the untrained hasty mind can easily mistake as 

Spiritual revelation, inspiration and wisdom and his mental ambition draws beings 

from subtle planes towards himself whose deceptive disguise believe him to be 

incarnation of great personality; thus he opens doorways to  high voices in the 

night, misleads himself to disastrous Powers of inferior planes, kindles his altar 

flame to demonic powers and declines heaven’s flaming light and ‘a greater 

adventure’s call.’
3
 So as per the intensity of his aspiration, will and capacity to 

discern truth from falsehood, a Sadhaka can enter ‘Truth’s inmost cabin of 

privacy,’
8
 becomes a field, channel and receiver of immutable Divine force, can 

house the homeless fire to call down prophetic words, tear the veil between God 

and life and fit his action to some Transcendent scheme that fixes upon the Divine 

Mother’s ‘mighty aim’
4
 and confronts with his Soul’s strength the nether 

Inconscient dark opposing Powers that strive to deflect, depress and prevent 

upward immortal journey. During this exercise if he meets Spiritual rise and 

Spiritual fall, then these too are considered equally by Supreme Divine Diplomat 

as ‘means for greater rise’
12

 of Consciousness.  

 

Finally, Savitri issues this hint
11

 to a Sadhaka of integral Yoga that he has 

to lay bare Spirit’s absolute power and dynamise it as Divine Shakti to hold, see, 

hear and meet the personal form of the Divine Mother. These are the two luminous 

conditions for prolongation of life, transformation of Nature and attainment of 

physical Immortality. 

  

OM TAT SAT 
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